
Name:_______________________ Date:_______________________

Read the following paragraphs and highlight as many adjectives as you can find.

Highlight the Adjectives

Nature Walk

Today, I went for a relaxing walk 
through the local park.  I saw many 

interesting things on my walk. First, I 
saw three orange butterflies.  They 
were hovering over a bush that had 

pretty, purple flowers. Then, I noticed 
a large family of speckled quail hiding 
under a leafy tree. The babies were 
very cute! I also spotted a glistening 
stream, dotted with shiny gray rocks. 
There were even tiny tadpoles in the 
stream! What perfect day for a walk!

Art Class

Mrs. Gormin let us choose different 
projects in class this week. I chose to paint 
a peaceful landscape with a bright sun and 
lots of rolling, green hills.  Nadia chose to 
sew a striped patchwork quilt using the 

new sewing machine.  Robert made a 
collage by using sharp scissors to cut little 
bits of paper into triangular shapes.  Then, 

he used a sticky glue to attach the 
triangles to a blue paper. Walt used 

water-color paints to create an 
underwater scene with a big, blue whale 

and colorful coral underneath. We love art.
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